Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The aim of our project was to seek and measure spatial patterns of cortical electrical activity that we could correlate with intentional cognitive behaviors. Our choice of the electrocorticogram (ECoG) was based on prior success in animal studies. Spatial patterns were extracted from multichannel ECoGs recorded from the sensory and limbic cortices of rabbits (Barrie et al. [@CR5]), cats (Freeman et al. [@CR24]) and gerbils (Ohl et al. [@CR42]) with high-density planar arrays of electrodes fixed on the pial surfaces. Reinforcement training shaped the patterns, so that they could be classified with respect to the conditioned stimuli (CS) eliciting them. The choice of ECoG rather than local field potentials (LFP) and units from arrays of depth electrodes (Ghovanloo et al. [@CR27]; Pang et al. [@CR1]) was based on ease of surgical placement, immunity from tissue damage by avoiding insertions, and long-term stability of signals. An additional advantage was the fact that the ECoG contained only contributions from neuron populations generating open fields, whereas the LFP contained far more complex mixtures of open and closed fields (Chap. 4 in: Freeman [@CR11]).

The most important experimental parameter to set in the search for classifiable spatial patterns in the ECoG was the distance between the electrodes in the array. The search for spatial patterns differed from the search for temporal signals. The main requirement for identifying a temporal signal was that the digitizing rate had to be high enough to capture the highest temporal frequency components, thereby avoiding undersampling and aliasing. The requirement for measuring the spatial patterns was sampling at intervals sufficiently small to avoid aliasing but large enough to avoid oversampling. The criterion for an optimal interval was based on calculation of the spatial power spectral density (PSD~X~) of human ECoG (Freeman et al. [@CR21]) from 64 ECoG signals recorded with a 64 × 1 linear array on the superior temporal gyrus (0.5 mm spacing, 32 mm length, giving a spectral range from 0.016 to 1 cycle/mm). The PSD~X~ showed a power-law (linear) decrease in log power with increasing log spatial frequency up to a spatial frequency of 0.4 cycles/mm, above which the spectrum was flat. Activity above that inflection was treated as noise. By the Nyquist criterion the optimal sampling frequency was 0.8 cycles/mm, giving a spacing of 1.25 mm. An 8 × 8 array was 10 × 10 mm in width, which fit onto many single gyri in the human brain without bridging a sulcus.

The performance of the microgrid in extracting spatial ECoG patterns was tested thoroughly in recordings from sensory cortices of animals that were trained to discriminate olfactory (Freeman and Grajski [@CR18]), visual, auditory, and somatic CS (Freeman and Barrie [@CR16]; Freeman and Rogers [@CR19]). Spatial patterns of amplitude were shown to be classifiable with respect to conditioned stimuli in both classical and operant conditioning (Freeman and Viana Di Prisco [@CR20]). The spatial patterns were found to occur in brief segments lasting 80--120 ms, which had high amplitude and high spatial variance of a common waveform but minimal temporal and spatial variance of the frequency of the waveform (Freeman [@CR12], [@CR13]). The classification was by measuring the 64 amplitudes of the common waveform in each frame, constructing a 64 × 1 feature vector for each frame, expressing the vector as a point in 64-space, and forming clusters of points from multiple trials with each discriminated stimulus. Classification was by dividing data sets into a training set to locate centers of gravity of clusters and a test set to classify feature vectors by the Euclidean distance to the closest center of gravity.

The goodness of classification was reduced or abolished by randomization of the data: spatial scrambling of channels, temporal scrambling of phase values, and most effectively by random shifts of ECoG segments in the 64 samples from each frame (Freeman [@CR14]). The classificatory information was solely in the amplitudes of the signals, not in the frequencies. Every frame had the same waveform with the same carrier frequency but with spatial amplitude modulations of the amplitudes and phases. The effectiveness of the microgrid for extracting the spatial differences of both the amplitude and phase of the high-frequency components of the ECoG was measured by calculating the point spread function (PSF). This was the bell-shaped surface distribution of dendritic potential above an active point in cortex) that was predicted for activation of a single dendrite or a cortical column (Fig. 2 in: Freeman [@CR15]). The results simulated the full range of observed spatial differences in amplitude modulation of the shared waveform.

The properties of the phase of the ECoG that were derived from animals were replicated in the analysis of ECoG from a human subject (Freeman et al. [@CR25], [@CR26]). In particular, the radial phase gradients ('phase cones') were readily documented, showing that the spatial resolution provided by the grid would be adequate for classification of amplitude patterns. The principal difficulty encountered was the definition of an appropriate set of behaviors. The animal studies were designed to study the ECoGs of sensory cortices, with the exception of a study in cats, in which three 4 × 4 microgrids were fixed on the visual, auditory and somatic cortices. Two electrodes were placed in the olfactory bulb, and a 2 × 8 array was fixed on the entorhinal cortex, taking advantage of the flat surface of the bony tentorium that underlay the limbic cortex (Freeman et al. [@CR24]). That study revealed global amplitude patterns with an intermittently shared waveform. The goodness of the classification was maximal when all 64 channels were used. The goodness declined significantly when any component was removed, showing that widely separated areas of the forebrain synchronized repeatedly at frame rates in the theta range (Freeman and Burke [@CR17]) and sustained classifiable spatial patterns. This result encouraged us to search for classifiable amplitude patterns in the temporal lobe. The lack of dependence of classification on ECoG frequencies led us to adopt the magnitude of the spatial variance of amplitude as our criterion for selection of potentially classifiable ECoG segments.

The placement of the human microgrid onto the inferior temporal gyrus, far from any sensory or motor area, was dictated entirely by neurosurgical considerations for the welfare of the patient, who gave informed consent for the recordings. This region has rich interconnections with both the amygdala and the orbital frontal cortex through the uncinate fascicule. It also sends projections to the hypothalamus and receives inputs from the three sensory systems in the temporal lobes, the visual, the auditory and the olfactory systems as well as from the insula (gestation and awareness of internal physiological states. The temporal pole has been implicated in social behavior. Lesions of the temporal pole that spared the amygdala in female monkeys resulted in inappropriate vocal and facial social signals, inability to recognize social signals of other monkeys, lack of interest in social peer monkeys lack of aggression and neglect of their infants (Bucher et al. [@CR7]; Kling and Steklis [@CR35]; Kling et al. [@CR36]; Olson et al. [@CR43]).

In humans, socioemotional deficits have been associated with temporal pole damage, such as the Kluver-Bucy syndrome that can result from herpes encephalitis affects the medial and anterior temporal lobes (Lilly et al. [@CR37]). Similar symptoms can be observed following anterior temporal lobe lesions that result from epilepsy (Anson and Kuhlman [@CR4]). In patients with temporal variant of frontal temporal dementia and only right temporal pole atrophy personality and social behavior deficits are observed, such as loss of social dominance, lack of empathy and neurotic behavior(Mummery et al. [@CR39]). Temporal pole damage can lead to unpredictable mood states, rapidly cycling bipolar disorder (Murai and Fujimoto [@CR40]) and cycling levels of depression, anxiety and irritation (Glosser et al. [@CR28]).

The temporal poles have also been implicated in face processing. Although the fusiform gyrus (Grill-Spector et al. [@CR29]; Kanwisher et al. [@CR33], [@CR34]; Kanwisher and Yovel [@CR32]) and the superior temporal sulcus (Gross [@CR30]; Perrett et al. [@CR46]) are the structures mostly known for their involvement in the perception of face identity and expression, there evidence suggesting that the temporal poles are also involved in face processing. Bilateral and even unilateral lesions of the temporal poles can produce a form of prosopagnosia that is not accompanied by generalized memory failure (Damasio et al. [@CR8]). Cognitive deficits of this "amnesic associative prosopagnosia" also include voice and gait mediated recognition (Olson et al. [@CR43]). Left temporal pole lesions cause impairments in naming famous faces (Glosser et al. [@CR28]), while atrophy of this region produces progressive prosopagnosia (Thompson et al. [@CR53]). With electrodes implanted in the right ventral temporal pole ERP components with latencies around 350 ms were recorded (Allison et al. [@CR3], [@CR55]; McCarthy et al. [@CR38]; Puce et al. [@CR48]). Finally, imaging studies have revealed that the temporal pole is involved in person (not face) recognition and the appraisal of facial emotional expressions (Damasio et al. [@CR8]).

The temporal pole has also been implicated in tasks involving theory of mind (inferences about the intensions, desires and beliefs of others). Functional neuroimaging studies have revealed activation during theory of mind tasks such as thinking of other people's emotions, making moral decisions or judging intentionality in viewing geometric shapes that move around. Evidence comes from neuroimaging studies and patients with temporal pole lesions who exhibit lower levels of empathy (Olson et al. [@CR43]).

Given the broad involvement of the temporal lobe in cognitive and social behaviors, and in consideration of the comfort and convenience of the patient, we did not proceed to a behavioral design with double blind controls. Rather, we sought the amplitude correlates of the ECoG in four behaviors that the patient engaged in repeatedly: (face-to-face interaction, looking at pictures, reading, speaking on the telephone). Pattern localization was based on local maxima in the spatial variance of the microgrid electrical activity; pattern classification was based on the feature vectors at the maxima. Principal components analysis and a permutation test revealed significant pattern differences between behavioral conditions. Our aim was to demonstrate the existence of classificatory information relating to cognition in the human ECoG at the high spatial frequencies that have heretofore been neglected.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Subject {#Sec3}
-------

The subject, a 34-year-old woman with a history of intractable partial complex seizures, had subdural strip electrodes placed over lateral and basal-temporal regions for pre-operative evaluation prior to surgical intervention. In addition to the clinical electrodes, a high-density electrode microgrid through a right temporal burr hole was placed onto the anterior surface of the right inferior temporal lobe gyrus. The patient underwent continuous ECoG and behavior monitoring for 8 days; the length of recording time was determined solely by clinical consideration. The microgrid remained in place during the entire 8-day period, as did the clinical electrodes. No complications were observed during the procedure. The data were collected in the EEG and Clinical Neurophysiology laboratory of Harborview Hospital, University of Washington in Seattle. Data collection and management were in agreement with the protocol approved by the University's Human Subjects Review Committee. The patient gave informed consent for the placement and use of the clinical electrodes and the microgrid.

Electrode placement {#Sec4}
-------------------

Fifty-two intracranial subdural clinical electrodes were placed over lateral and basal temporal regions of both hemispheres through temporal burr holes. Additionally, a microgrid array of 8 × 8 0.5 mm stainless steel wires spaced 1.25 mm apart was placed over a 1 cm^2^ cortical patch on the right anterior inferior temporal gyrus (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The interelectrode dimensions of the microgrid were established on the basis of knowledge of the spatial frequency spectrum of human EEG from the cortical surface (Freeman et al. [@CR21]). More details of the electrode placement and microgrid design are available in Freeman et al. [@CR25], which uses the same experimental data but a different set of behavioral moments, in order to investigate the power spectral density and phase of brain signals.Fig. 1*Left* Location of microgrid in a radiograph. *Right* Drawing of microgrid and its electrode arrangement

Data collection {#Sec5}
---------------

The EEG was amplified with a Nicolet BMSI 5000 system having a fixed gain of 1628 and analog filters set at 0.5 Hz high pass and 120 Hz low pass. The ADC gave 12 bits with the least significant bit of 0.9 μV and maximal range of ±2048 × 0.9 μV. The reference and ground placements for all 64 electrodes were, respectively, the Cz and Pz scalp locations \[midline frontal and parietal sites in the standard 10--20 clinical system (Reilly [@CR49]). The Nicolet system digitized data at 420 Hz and down-sampled to 200 Hz. Off-line low pass filtering at or below 55 Hz was performed to minimize 60 Hz artifact.

Selection of behavior moments {#Sec6}
-----------------------------

The entire video record of the patient during the 8 days of hospitalization was reviewed. Sustained behaviors involving visual and auditory social interactions and reading were sought and identified. Four behaviors were selected: (a) face to face interaction with another person (5 min), (b) looking at pictures (27 min), (c) reading a book or a magazine (10 min), and (d) speaking on the telephone (14 min). The selection of these behaviors was motivated by the function of the location over which the microgrid was placed. As reviewed in the introduction, the temporal pole is implicated in both visual and auditory social behavior, and particularly with face processing. This region is believed to be active during "theory of mind" tasks. The inferior temporal lobe in associated with the integration of higher processing of complex stimuli.

Preprocessing {#Sec7}
-------------

Only the microgrid physiological record during the aforementioned behaviors was considered for analysis. The record during those time periods was seizure-free. Unlike conventional EEG recordings, corticographic recordings are less susceptible to muscle artifacts, such as eye blinks, body, head and tongue movement, than conventional EEG recordings. The main artifact that may be seen with intracranial EEG is pulse signals, if the electrode is near a vessel. Other artifacts include the electrode wire being grossly pulled from the outside, which is a rare occurrence because the subdural electrodes are securely anchored (Spencer et al. [@CR52]). In this study, the physiological record for each condition was visually inspected and motion and other artifacts were identified and demarcated. Artifacts were characterized by their amplitude and overall morphology. The most common artifact was signals sharply deviating from the overall norm in one or more electrodes. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of such artifact segments. Overall, the percentage of the data that were excluded from analysis was: 24.65% for the face condition, 24.8% for the pictures condition, 0.3% for the reading condition, and 14.7% for the phone condition. All artifact-free segments of each specific behavior were entered into subsequent analysis.Fig. 2Sample segments excluded from analysis due to artifacts

Spatial variance {#Sec8}
----------------

The spatial variance σ^2^(*t*) based on the voltage values at the microgrid electrodes was computed for each time point[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \sigma^{2} (t) = {\frac{{\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^{N} {(v_{i} (t) - \bar{v}_{.} (t))^2} }}{N - 1}},\quad t \in S $$\end{document}$$where *v*~*i*~(*t*) is the voltage at electrode *i* at time *t*, *N* = 64 is the total number of electrodes, and *S* is the artifact-free recording time period for each condition. Time segments with large spatial standard deviation (σ(t) \> 35 mV, a threshold that allows enough trials per condition) were selected (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Among these time segments, only the time points with the local maximum variance were kept for subsequent analysis (t ∈ *S*~*M*~, where *S*~*M*~ is the set of time points with local maximum variance), leading to a total of *T*~*M*~ = 1138 time points for speaking on the phone, 1347 for reading, 199 for face-to-face interaction, and 254 for looking at pictures. Each one of these time points consisted of an 8 × 8 matrix of voltage values, therefore each condition yielded a set of 8 × 8 matrices.Fig. 3*Left* Selection of time points for data analysis. Spatial standard deviation σ(*t*) is computed for every time point (*t* ∈ *S*) and a threshold of 35 mV is used to identify time regions of high spatial variance. Only time points corresponding to local maxima (*t* ∈ *S* ~*M*~) within these regions are considered for further analysis (points marked with *circles*). *Right* Histograms of spatial standard deviation for each condition

Principal ECoG components of conditions {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------

Each group of 8 × 8 matrices of voltage values was separately subjected to principle component analysis (PCA), in order to visualize the main components of the data. For this purpose, the 8 × 8 measurement matrices were reshaped into N × 1 vectors ***v***(***t***) and concatenated (after being transposed) into a voltage matrix **V** with dimension *T*~*M*~ × *N*, where *T*~*M*~ is the number of time points with maximum variance for each condition (cardinality of *S*~*M*~) and *N* = 64. We applied PCA on matrix **V**. PCA first centers the data by making each variable (electrode in our case) zero mean. We denote the centered data as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Multiple discriminant analysis {#Sec10}
------------------------------

To investigate whether the recorded signals on the microgrid vary depending on the condition, we applied multiple discriminant analysis (MDA), which is a generalization of the Fisher Linear Discriminant analysis for multiple classes (Duda et al. [@CR10], p. 121). Our data comprises *c* = 4 classes, which correspond to 4 conditions: Phone, Reading, Face, Pictures. While PCA seeks directions that are efficient for representation of the data, MDA seeks directions that are efficient for discrimination. In particular, it finds weight vectors ***w***~*k*~, *k* = 1...*c* − 1, which linearly transform the data into new measurements $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To explore whether differences across conditions are attributed to topographical changes in voltage rather than changes of the overall voltage level, we normalized the voltage measurements *v*~*i*~(*t*) into zero mean unit variance across electrodes before being subjected to MDA:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Permutation test {#Sec11}
----------------

To identify the spatial profile of the electrodes that differ among conditions, we used a permutation test (Pantazis et al. [@CR45]). The permutation method does not assume any parametric distribution (for example normally distributed samples), and automatically corrects for multiple comparisons. We used a t-statistic contrast between conditions, which allows for different number of samples and different variance for each condition.
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                \begin{document}$$ v_{i}^{B} (t) $$\end{document}$ for two conditions A and B, respectively. We calculate a *t*-statistic map *t*~*i*~, *i* = 1...*N*, by taking the difference of the means across time between the two conditions and dividing by the standard deviation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \sigma_{i}^{B} $$\end{document}$ are the standard deviations of the voltage measurements at electrode *i* across time. Equation [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""} allows for different number of samples and variances for each group. To detect electrodes that demonstrate statistical significant difference across conditions, we need to threshold the statistical map *t*~*i*~, while controlling for multiple comparisons.
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                \begin{document}$$ t_{\max }^{ * } $$\end{document}$ and then define a threshold that leaves α = 5% of the distribution on the right side. By applying this threshold to the t-statistic matrix of the original data, we identify the electrodes that have statistical significant effects while controlling the family-wise error among all spatial locations. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} schematically outlines the methodology of this portion of the analysis.Fig. 4Illustration of the permutation method: the original voltage matrices produce many permutation samples by exchanging Condition A and Condition B labels. The matrices are then averaged and normalized with the standard deviation to produce t-statistic matrices (maps $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec12}
=======

Principal ECoG components of conditions {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------

Microgrid measurements with the highest spatial variance were grouped by condition and separately analyzed with principal component analysis as described in the "[Method](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows scatter plots of the scores for the first two principal components (score~*t*,1~ and score~*t*,2~, *t* ∈ *S*~*M*~) for each condition. In other words, it displays the projections (inner product) of each microgrid measurement ***v***(*t*) on the first two principal components **pc**~1~ and **pc**~2~.Fig. 5Scatter plots of the scores (score~*t*,1~ and score~*t*,2~) of each voltage vector ***v***(*t*) for the first two principal components. Only time points of maximum local variance were analyzed (*t* ∈ *S* ~*M*~), separately for each condition

For all conditions, the scatter plots form two clusters approximately symmetric around the center (0,0). The bottom right clusters have 559 points for speaking on the phone, 597 for reading, 93 for face-to-face interaction, and 120 for looking at pictures. The top left clusters have 579 points for speaking on the phone, 750 for reading, 106 for face-to-face interaction, and 134 for looking at pictures.

To focus on topographic patterns rather than voltage level differences, we normalized the voltage measurements into zero mean and unit variance across electrodes, as in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}. Then, we averaged the microgrid measurements corresponding to each cluster separately. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the average topographic voltage maps for the bottom right clusters (first row), top left clusters (second row), and their summation (third row). The average topographic voltage maps revealed that the two distributions are symmetrically opposite to each other in each condition. Also, despite the great resemblance of topographies across conditions, differences are still visible. Our MDA and permutation test analysis explored whether these differences are significant.Fig. 6Average topographic distributions of normalized voltages $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ v_{i}^{N} (t) $$\end{document}$ across the microgrid. *First row* average of topographies for time points corresponding to the bottom right clusters of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, separately for each condition. *Second row* average of top left clusters of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. *Third* *row* summation of above. Topographies on first and second rows are nearly opposite. Also, there is great similarity of topographies between conditions, but also visible differences

Multiple discriminant analysis {#Sec14}
------------------------------

We performed MDA analysis only on topographies corresponding to the bottom right cluster of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Joint analysis of both clusters would hinder statistical analysis, since clusters are far apart and located in similar areas for all conditions. Furthermore, voltages were normalized as in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}.

Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows scatter plots of MDA coefficients *y*~*kt*~, *k* ∈ {1, 2, 3}, *t* ∈ *S*~*M*,\ bottom\ right\ cluster~. All four conditions are clearly separable, indicating that microgrid voltage measurements recording above 1 cm^2^ of cortex have distinct topographies per condition.Fig. 7Scatter plots of the first 3 linear discriminant coefficients *y* ~*kt*~, for voltage measurements corresponding to the bottom right clusters of Fig. 3 (*t* ∈ *S* ~*M*,\ bottom\ right\ cluster~). All four conditions are clearly separable

Inferential statistical comparisons {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------

Between-condition analysis of the matrices at the local maxima of the spatial variance was done using a permutation test, as described in the "[Method](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section. Similarly to MDA analysis, only the bottom right clusters of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} were analyzed, and voltage measurements were normalized into zero mean unit variance as in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}.

The results for each condition comparison are shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Significant electrodes (corrected for multiple comparisons) are displayed on top with white color. Different sets of electrodes were significant for each pair of conditions. The t-statistical maps *t*~*i*~ of the original data, estimated using Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}, are displayed at the bottom of Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 8Permutation test statistical analysis. *Top* Significant voxels when comparing different pairs of conditions, corrected for multiple comparisons at a 0.05 family-wise error level. *Bottom* Statistical maps of original data, estimated using Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

We have detected and analyzed local spatial ECoG patterns registered by a high-density array during naturalistic behaviors. These topographic patterns appear very similar across conditions, as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (first and second row). However, further investigation with multiple discriminant analysis demonstrated that the topographic patterns are different between conditions. A permutation analysis further localized these differences on various sets of electrodes across the microgrid. Depending on the conditions being contrasted, different sets of electrodes were significantly different. Therefore, the local maxima of spatially variant activity revealed topographic patterns that significantly differed between conditions of naturalistic behaviors.

The present experiment was designed to test the prediction, which was based on animal studies of ECoG, that textured high spatial frequency information would be found in human ECoG that was correlated with cognitive behaviors. The location of the microgrid was based on proximity to an expected pathological focus, but it was random with respect to an area engaged in a certain cognitive function. Estimates of the surface area of human cerebral cortex range from 1640 to 2500 cm^2^, with 22% in the temporal lobe (Nieuwenhuys et al. [@CR41]; Henery and Mayhew [@CR31]; Tramo et al. [@CR54]). The remarkable finding of behavioral correlates in a sample size of 1 cm^2^ (1% of the temporal lobe, 0.05% of the cortex) lead us to predict that such information will be found in many, if not most, cortical locations, and could have an effect on applications, such as the design of brain-computer interfaces. Our prediction is supported by the global phase-locked pattern correlates of CS found in cats (Freeman and Burke [@CR17]), and by the demonstration of classifiable spatial patterns of beta activity in the scalp EEG (Ruiz et al. [@CR51]) recurring in phase-locked segments recurring at rates in the theta range (Freeman et al. [@CR22], [@CR23]; Ruiz et al. [@CR50]; Pockett et al. [@CR47]).

We have observed two distinct voltage topographies, opposite to each other (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Such brain responses are often reported in literature. For example, in EEG/MEG brain responses are denoted as positive or negative, with the letters P and N, followed by the time delay in milliseconds, such as P20, N30 etc. An example is a study of median nerve stimulation, which yielded a number of these components with inverted topographies (Allison et al. [@CR2]). Dipolar current source-sink pairs that inverted potentials from dendritic current flow can cause such responses. We postulate that a similar phenomenon occurs close to the microgrid. Current dipoles in the vicinity of the microgrid produce electric currents with alternating phases, therefore causing the two spatial patterns we observe in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

The usual artifacts apparent on scalp recordings, such as eye movements, body/head/tongue movements and EMG, are virtually absent with invasive recordings. The main artifacts that may be seen with intracranial EEG include pulse artifacts, if the electrode is on or near a vessel, or if the electrode wire is grossly pulled from the outside (a rare occurrence since the subdural electrodes are securely anchored). Other artifacts, such as 60 Hz, can rarely be seen if the electrode makes poor contact with the cortical surface (e.g. from underlying fluid collection). As we stated earlier, during preprocessing ECoG recordings were visually inspected for artifact identification and rejection. Furthermore, other artifacts, such as systematic contamination from electromagnetic interference, would most probably cause smooth fields in the recordings, since the interfering source would be distant from the recordings. Therefore, such recordings would be excluded from our analysis because of our high spatial variance selection criterion.

The possibility still exists that some other reason not related to artifacts, such as fatigue, alertness, etc. might be the main cause for the difference between conditions, and not the behavioral engagement we labeled. We understand that some other internal reason might be the cause. It is indeed difficult in natural settings where isolated behaviors are studied to separate all factors. We would like, however, to point out that given the placement of the microgrid, namely the right tip of the temporal lobes, such a separation by behaviors as the ones we selected would not be impossible. Furthermore, our goal is to demonstrate the existence of spatially variable signals of brain origin, even if they are not introduced by strictly defined conditions.

Our method was designed to extract high spatial frequency information from recordings of cortical activity, particularly when the microgrid was positioned on cortical areas for which behavioral correlates had already been established by conventional ECoG, MEG and fMRI methods, which by wide spacing gave low spatial frequency information. Given a limited number of electrodes and channels, there must always be a trade-off between sampling high spatial frequencies versus measuring signals from extended cortical areas. Microgrids sample high spatial frequencies but only in a small cortical area, whereas conventional ECoGs sample extended cortical areas but at the expense of limited spatial resolution and therefore aliasing.

Evidence was required that spatial textures could be detected with such close spacing, despite the smoothing of ECoG signals by volume conduction on referential recording. The evidence in animal studies came from classification of spatial patterns of amplitude modulation in the beta and gamma ranges with respect to conditioned stimuli (Freeman [@CR14], [@CR15]). This method demonstrated that, despite the shared frequencies of the 64 waveforms of the ECoG, the local differences in amplitude gave significant classificatory information. Even more significant were the spatial patterns of phase modulation, which were determined by the relative amplitudes of the Fourier components of sine and cosine. The phase gradients provided unequivocal proof of information at high spatial frequencies in the referentially recorded ECoG from animals (Freeman [@CR12], [@CR13]; Freeman and Barrie ([@CR16]). Very similar phase gradients from the microgrid array provided comparable proof for the preservation of amplitude information in ECoG signals in human referential recording (Freeman [@CR14]).

The microgrid recordings utilized in this study, which provided access to "fine-grained" spatial information on human cortical EEG, resulted in findings that may also be consistent with one concept of the cortical dynamics of cognition. This theory proposes that neural activity related to perception is modulated by "cinematographic" spatiotemporal EEG patterns (Henery and Mayhew [@CR31]). Shared cortical oscillations occurring at the same instantaneous frequency across the cortical surface may serve as a "carrier wave" for perception by means of spatial patterns (of "wave packets") of amplitude modulation (AM). The information content is broadly distributed over the cortex, not localized. Endogenous state transitions, which occur several times per second, and result in the formation a wave packet with specific AM patterns may be the essence of act of perception (Henery and Mayhew [@CR31]; Tramo et al. [@CR54]). We speculate that the distinct spatial patterns that we find are associated with specific behaviors in this study may in fact correspond to AM patterns of perception and intention. Future research that employs microgrid technology in other subjects will be required to better understand the dynamics of human cognition. We predict that the ECoG correlates at high spatial frequencies will be found in most if not all areas of cortex studied in subjects engaged in normal behaviors.

The bar indicates averaging over the dotted subscript.
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